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Stabilisation of sawteeth has become a clue problem for high power addi
tional heating in large tokamaks where the oscillations in the central 
electron temperature may be as high as 50 % /1/ . In Lower Hybrid experiments 
the sawteeth of Ohmic discharges have been observed to disappea r /2/ , / 3/ . 
In this paper we study the parameter range for stabilisation of sawteeth 
accessible with the LH-system on ASDEX /4/, /5/ . The role of the LH wave 
spectrum is discussed . For application to NBI heating the LH-power require
ments and the benefits for the energy confinement in sawtooth-free 
discharges are inves tigated. 

Stabilisation of sawteeth in OH-discharges 
The sawtooth period <st r i ses upon injection of LH waves in a density range 
where the waves couple t o supra thermal electrons (ne ~ 3 x 1013cm-3) . In the 
case of LH-current drive 'st continues to change during the rf pulse . The 
values for the first sawtooth after start of the LH and for the saturated 
state are shown in Fig. I for a power scan at ne - 1.6 X 1013 cm-3 . At lOI•I 
power t he sawt ooth per iod rises continuously until the end of the rf . For 
PLH > 400 kW <st firs t increases and then decreases , at high rf p01;er "v~ n 
below the Ohmic value . Above a t hreshold PLH* the sawteeth finally dis
appear . The time delay <d between start of the LH and the last sa«tooth 
collapse depends s t rongly on t he density and it decreases with incr~asing rf 
power as shown in Fig. 2. The threshold PLH* there is mar kect by dash~d 
lines. Stabilisation of sawteeth is possible only by applying LH-current 
drive spectra. With symmetric spectra in the LH-heati.ng mode t he sawtou t h 
period may be changed but sawteeth reraain present during the whole LH pulse 
( < *::_ I. 5 s) even a t rf powers more than a factor of 2 above the threshold 
PLH with LH-current drive. 

The mechanism for sawtooth stabilisation might therefor" be seeked i.n the 
change of the current profi l e j(r) connected with LH current drive . The 
internal inductance li may be derived from magnetic measur ements with som.o 
precautions . From the quantities llpqu + li/2 (derived from t he equi l i.brium 
fields) and ll~ (from diamagnetic measurements) l t can only be determined i f 
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the pressure is isotropic. During heating and current drive with LH waves of 
high phase velocity (vph ,n • c/2), however, the pressure may become highly 
anisot r opic due to the gene ration of fast electrons parallel to the magnetic 
field /7/ . Therefore direct measurements of j(r) were made for various modes 
of LH operation in ASDEX /8/ , /9/ . In the case of the LH power scan at 
ne • 1.6 x 1013 cm-3 (Figs. 1,2) the pressure anisotropy remains small and 
the stationary value of (C~qu + li/2) - C~ then gives li. At low rf power li 
increases while it drops during LH current drive with PLH > 400 kW as seen 
from Fig. 3. Consequently, the current profile is peaking during low power 
LH-current drive and the higher increase of the sawtooth period <st in 
Fig. 1 might then be explained by an expansion of the sawtooth- unstable 
region within r(q=1). The drop in li at higher power indicates a flattening 
of j(r) and the reduction in 'st could be ex~lained in like manner by a 
shrinking of the q=1-surface. With PLH > PLH j(r) flattens to such an 
extent that the q=1 surface disappears and q > 1 in the entire plasma region 
/9/. Stabilisation of the sawteeth is therefore achieved if j(r) is modlfied 
such that the instability condition (q=1 at some radius) is removed. On 
ASDEX, so far, this is the only method how sawteeth could be suppressed by 
means of LH waves. 

In the parameter range where sawteeth were stabilized about half of the rf 
power necessary for complete LH- current drive was required. For discharges 
with q(a) = 3.5 this can be seen from Fig. 4 where the relative reduction in 
Ohmic input -~PoH*/PoH due to LH current drive at the stability margin with 

* -P~H • PLH is plotted versus ne together vith the absorbable fraction 
PLH ace of the rf power launched in these cases. Because of the uncertainty 
in the deposition profile two cases have been considered for accessibility 
to a/3 and 2a/3 /7/ . 

Stabilisation of sawteeth during NBI: 
The sawtooth period <se during NBI increases with increasing beam power PNI 
(Fig . 5) and above a certain threshold in PNI which augments with ne no saw
teeth are observed during NBI. In sawtoothing discharges with NBI <st rises 
upon injection of LH power both in heating and current drive mode . Sup
pression of sawteeth is possible with LH current drive only . The mechanism 
of stabilisation is again related to a flattening of the curren t profile j(r) 
as indicated by a decrease of li. The drop in li does not depend on PNI but 
only on PLH and on the wave spectrum. The minimum rf power required for 
stabilisation PLH* is r ed uced for higher PNI as seen from Fig. 5. 

This suggests that the current profile is flattened in the central plasma 
region already by NBI alone and less LH-power is therefore required for 
higher PNI to remove the q•l surface from the plasma . 

With counter-NBI the threshold power PLH* is even further reduced as seen in 
Fig . 5. Also with NBI alone sawtee th disappear already at lower power in 
this case . This seems to be mainly due to the broad Te(r) profiles which are 
obse rved with counter-NBI . The shorter savtooth period (Fig. 5) might be 
also expla ined by this fact . A contribution from a counter-driven beam 
current reducing the net plasma current in the center and the reby flattening 
j(r) as proposed in a scenario for sawtooth suppression /10/ cannot be ruled 
out . 

In sawtooth-free discharges with NBI higher central electron temperatures 
can be obtained . The Te(r) profiles are plotted in Fig . 6 for the Ohmic 
phase , NBI alone and for NBI combined with LH current drive. With PLH - 540 
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kW which is below PLu* the Te(r) profiles still resemble the profiles with 
NBI alone . The additional LH power replaces mainly the drop in Pou in this 
case . With PLH > PLH* (PLH = 720 kW) sawteeth are suppressed and the central 
temperatures increase . The resulting increase in total energy content is 
small because of the small volume where sawteeth dominate the power loss. 
With lower q(a) the sawtooth-unstable region is larger and a larger gain for 
global plasma heating can be obtained . At q(a) • 2. 75 (Ip • 380 kA, Bt = 
2 . 2 T) sawtooth suppression with PLH = 550 kW resulted in a 30 % increase of 
the total plasma energy content f r om NBI with PNI • 1. 8 MW. Improvement of 
the central confinement by s tabilisation of the sawteeth therefore contrib
utes also to an appreciable improvement of the global confinement . 
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Fi g. 3: Variation of the quantity 
(B~QU + li/2) - B~ wi th PLH during 
LH-current drive . 
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~5 : Sawtooth period <st for NBI 
and threshold power P1 H* for sawtooth 
stabilization by LH during NBI for 
eo- and counter- injection as function 
of PNr · 
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Fig. 4: Drop in ohmic power 
- 6PoH*/PoH and accessible frac tion 
of LH- power PtH ac at the mar gin 
fo r sawtooth stab~lization 
PLH PLH* as function of ne . 
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